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Abstract

Introduction—Sensitive detection of cognitive decline over the course of preclinical Alzheimer’s 

disease is critical as the field moves toward secondary prevention trials.

Methods—We examined Aβ-related change in several variations of the preclinical Alzheimer 

cognitive composite (PACC) and each individual PACC component in clinically normal (CN) 

older participants in the Harvard Aging Brain Study. We then examined the PACC variations in the 

Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study Prevention Instrument Study as a replication cohort.

Results—Aβ+ CN individuals demonstrated longitudinal decline on all individual PACC 

components and all PACC variations. Aβ group differences emerged earlier when Free and Cued 
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Selective Reminding Test Free Recall was included in the PACC. PACC decline was associated 

with Clinical Dementia Rating progression.

Discussion—This independent data set and a replication cohort confirm the ability of the PACC 

to capture both early and late cognitive decline during the preclinical stages of Alzheimer’s 

disease, which may prove advantageous in the prevention trial design.
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1. Background

The pathophysiological processes of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) begin at least a decade 

before clinical symptoms emerge [1,2], providing a window to intervene before widespread 

neuronal damage has ensued. Abnormal accumulation of Aβ is common among older 

clinically normal (CN) individuals and consistently associated with cognitive decline over 

time [3–8], supporting the framework that Aβ+ CN individuals are indicative of a preclinical 

stage of AD [2].

There has been a recent shift in the implementation of clinical trials in the AD field, such 

that several clinical trials aimed at preventing cognitive decline in CN individuals at risk for 

AD dementia are ongoing [9–12]. Work from observational studies consistently shows that 

Aβ+ CN individuals show greater decline than Aβ− CN individuals on cognitive composites 

spanning multiple domains [5,7,13,14]. Data-driven approaches have similarly suggested 

that multidomain cognitive composites are optimal for capturing gradual decline for more 

than the decade before dementia [15,16]. To establish a cognitive end point for use in 

secondary prevention trials, Donohue et al. developed a composite based on cognitive 

domains demonstrating gradual decline in the decade before AD dementia, resulting in the 

preclinical Alzheimer cognitive composite (PACC) [17]. The PACC was conceived as a 

multicognitive domain composite heavily weighted toward episodic memory, including both 

a list learning memory task and paragraph recall, plus a timed executive function task, and a 

global cognition measure. The PACC was initially tested in three separate CN cohorts: Aβ-

related decline was examined in the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) 

and the Australian Imaging, Biomarker and Lifestyle Study of Ageing (AIBL), whereas 

group differences based on APOE4 and Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) progression were 

examined in the Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study Prevention Instrument (ADCS-PI) 

[17]. Given limited overlap in neuropsychological tests across cohorts, cohort-specific PACC 

versions were examined: the ADNI PACC used ADAS-cog Word Recall, Logical Memory 

Delayed Recall, Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), and Digit Symbol; AIBL used 

CVLT Delayed Recall, Logical Memory Delayed Recall, MMSE, and Digit Symbol; ADCS-

PI used the Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test (FCSRT), NYU Paragraph Recall score 

[18], modified MMSE [19], and Digit Symbol. These analyses showed significant Aβ-

related decline at Year 3 in AIBL and in the ADCS-PI APOE4+ group at Year 3. ADNI 

results were less clear, with a significant Aβ group difference at Year 2 that did not remain 

significant at Year 3.
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Although the initial work investigating cohort-specific versions of the PACC was promising 

[17], until now, longitudinal PACC data with all the specific test components used in the 

current prevention trials in a cohort characterized by Aβ status has been unavailable. 

Sufficient neuropsychological follow-up has recently become available in the Harvard Aging 

Brain Study (HABS) (mean = 3.6 ± 1.3 years, similar to the length of the A4 Study), 

providing an opportunity to investigate the PACC in a CN cohort that has all four 

neuropsychological PACC tests and baseline Aβ status measured with PET imaging. The 

overarching goal of the present study was to contribute to validation of the PACC by 

determining whether Aβ+ CN individuals show significantly different change over time 

compared with Aβ− CN individuals over the time frame of a current prevention trial. 

Secondary aims were to examine Aβ-related change in each of the individual PACC 

components and the impact of adding or eliminating individual PACC components. 

Additional analyses, which focused on Aβ+ CN individuals who progressed or remained 

stable on the CDR, were performed to establish whether the PACC could detect cognitive 

decline throughout the entire continuum of preclinical AD (because Aβ+ CN individuals 

who progress to CDR 0.5 within a few years are likely at a later preclinical stage). Finally, 

we tested the PACC variations in the ADCS-PI study, which also contains the FCSRT [17] 

by examining differences across APOE4 and CDR progressor groups to determine whether 

there was consistency across the HABS and the ADCS-PI.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Two hundred seventy-seven CN participants from the HABS were included (Table 1). 

Participants were recruited from the community through media and outreach events. At 

baseline, all participants were with CDR = 0, within education-adjusted norms on the 

Logical Memory Delayed Recall and MMSE ≥25.

Study protocols were approved by the Partners Institutional Review Board, and all 

participants provided informed consent.

2.2. PIB-PET imaging

For HABS, C11-PIB was synthesized and administered at MGH (Siemens ECAT EXACT 

HR+ scanner) [20]. Distribution volume ratio images were created with Logan plotting (40–

60 min, cerebellar reference), and a global cortical aggregate was used to dichotomize 

participants into Aβ− and Aβ+ groups using a cutoff of 1.20 [20,21].

2.3. Neuropsychological testing

The PACC comprises (1) Logical Memory Delayed Recall, (2) MMSE Total score, (3) 

WAIS-R Digit Symbol coding, and (4) the FCSRT. Measures were z-transformed based on 

the baseline mean and standard deviation and averaged. We elected to average z-scores 

rather than sum across z-scores as done by Donohue et al. [17] to facilitate comparison 

across PACC variations with different number of components. The same version was 

administered each year for Logical Memory, Digit Symbol, and MMSE, whereas the FCSRT 

had alternate versions (A-B-C-A-B-C). The PACC is administered in the HABS by six 
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certified neuropsychological testing raters. These are research assistants who are trained and 

certified in administration of all the neuropsychological tests by a licensed clinical 

neuropsychologist and recertified every year.

The Logical Memory score reported is Delayed Recall of an orally presented short story 

(Logical Memory IIa) [22]. The WAIS-R Digit Symbol score includes the number of items 

correctly completed in 90 seconds [23] and the MMSE is a global cognitive measure [24]. 

Logical Memory and Digit Symbol were scored according to the standard methods.

The FCSRT [25] is a multimodal associative memory measure, in which learning is 

enhanced by providing a visual and a semantic category cue. During the testing phase, the 

semantic cue is provided for items that were not freely recalled. Thus, two primary scores 

are generated: (1) Free Recall is the sum of items freely recalled (up to a total of 48) and (2) 

Total Recall is the sum of free and cued recall (up to a total of 48). Given that Free and Total 

scores may capture different aspects of associative memory failure in preclinical AD [26–

30], we examined the contributions of these measures as separate scores into the PACC and 

a measure that combined these scores into a single component (yielding a maximum score of 

96 for that component, and referred to herein as FCSRT-96) (eMethods 1; eFig. 1–3).

To examine the contribution of different individual components on the PACC, we iteratively 

eliminated individual components and examined the ratio between the β estimate and 

standard error describing the difference between Aβ+ and Aβ− groups. On the basis of the 

results of the HABS, a subset of PACC variations was additionally explored using data from 

the ADCS-PI study, as this cohort also includes the FCSRT [17].

2.4. CDR progression

Functional progression on the CDR [31] was used to investigate the relationship of PACC 

decline with clinically relevant change in daily life function. Aβ+ participants were 

categorized based on whether they progressed to CDR 0.5 at any time during follow-up. In 

addition, PACC slopes were calculated across participants and used as a predictor in a 

survival analysis examining time to CDR 0.5.

2.5. Statistical models

Analyses were performed using R v3·3. Linear mixed models (LMMs) were used to 

examine longitudinal cognitive change [21] and mixed model of repeated measures 

(MMRMs) analyses explored group differences at each annual assessment without assuming 

a linear trajectory [17]. We investigated both LMM and MMRM approaches, as LMMs are 

commonly used in observational studies investigating Aβ-related decline [5,7,13,21], 

whereas MMRMs are often used in clinical trials [17]. LMMs included main effects of age 

and Aβ, their interactions with time (from baseline), and a random intercept for each 

participant. MMRM analyses controlled for baseline composite and age, with a compound 

symmetric correlation structure and heterogeneous variance [17]. Cox proportional hazards 

models assessed CDR progression, controlling for age. All P values were two-sided and no 

correction for multiple comparisons was performed.
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3. Results

3.1. Aβ+ decline on the PACC

There were no baseline differences in any individual PACC component across Aβ groups 

(Table 1). Aβ+ showed a significant decline across all PACC iterations compared with Aβ− 

using LMMs (P values <.0001; eTable 1). The difference between Aβ groups ranged 

between −0.075 and −0.151 average z-score units per year. The Aβ+ group consistently 

showed worse performance over time across each individual PACC measure (eTable 1, Fig. 

1). A similar pattern of decline was observed when examining PACC change with respect to 

APOE4 status rather than Aβ status (eTable 1).

Analyses across PACC iterations were repeated using an MMRM approach. In general, there 

was significantly worse performance in Aβ+ compared with Aβ− that began after 1 year of 

follow-up and remained significant after 5 years of follow-up (eTable 2). Examination of 

effect sizes across PACC iterations revealed that all variations including the FCSRT-Free 

resulted in qualitatively larger effect sizes at both Years 3 and 5. Removal of Logical 

Memory Delayed Recall resulted in a smaller effect size at Year 3 but not at Year 5. 

Removal of the MMSE increased the effect size at Year 3 but not at Year 5 (Fig. 2).

3.2. PACC decline is associated with CDR progression

Sixty-two CN indivduals progressed to CDR 0.5 at follow-up (25 Aβ+ and 37 Aβ−). A 

survival analysis revealed greater risk of progression in Aβ+ compared with Aβ− (hazards 

ratio = 1.84, P = .021). Slopes reflecting change across all eight PACC iterations were 

significantly associated with risk of CDR progression, with each −0.10 z-score units per year 

being associated with Hazards ratios ranging between 1.40 and 1.65 (eTable 3).

To determine whether Aβ-related PACC decline differed by CDR progressor status, the Aβ+ 

group was divided into those that progressed to CDR 0.5 versus those that remained stable 

(eTable 4). The only individual components to show differences across groups at baseline 

were FCSRT-Free and FCSRT-96, which was significantly lower in the Aβ+ progressor 

group compared with the Aβ+ stable group (eTable 4). LMMs revealed that Aβ+ progressors 

showed greater decline across all PACC iterations and individual PACC components 

compared with Aβ+ stable and Aβ− groups (Fig. 3, eTable 5). The Aβ+ stable group did not 

differ from the Aβ− group across any PACC iteration or individual PACC component except 
FCSRT-Free (P = .0024; Fig. 3E) and FCSRT-96 (P = .0071; Fig. 3G).

Analyses examining the PACC iterations were repeated using an MMRM approach, 

revealing a significant decline in the Aβ+ progressor group that emerged after 2 years of 

follow-up compared with the Aβ− group for most PACC iterations. Significant differences 

between the Aβ+ progressor and Aβ+ stable groups emerged at 4 years of follow-up (eTable 

6). Effect sizes comparing Aβ+ progressors and the Aβ− group at Year 3 were similar, with 

the greatest reduction observed after removing Logical Memory. Likewise, effect sizes 

across PACC iterations at Year 5 were similar, with the greatest reduction observed after 

removing both FCSRT measures (Fig. 4).
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3.3. Similar pattern of PACC decline in ADCS-PI

Given that analyses within the HABS suggest an early involvement of FCSRT-Free in 

preclinical AD, we additionally examined group differences across a subset of PACC 

iterations based on APOE4 status in CN from the ADCS-PI, as this cohort included the 

FCSRT [17]. Consistent with the HABS, results with PACC iterations that incorporated Free 

Recall showed an earlier group difference, revealing significantly worse performance in the 

APOE4+ group at Year 2 and 3 (P values ≤.037). The PACC variation without FCSRT-Free 

was significantly worse in APOE4+ compared with APOE4− only at Year 3 (P = .002; Table 

2).

We also tested the PACC variations comparing the ADCS-PI CDR progressors versus CDR 

stable groups. Consistent with the HABS analyses, ADCS-PI CDR progressors showed 

significant decline compared with the CDR stable group across all PACC iterations (Table 

2).

4. Discussion

We found that Aβ+ CN participants in the HABS demonstrated a significant longitudinal 

decline on the PACC. Aβ group differences on the PACC remained significant across all 

iterations that systematically excluded individual components and when components were 

examined individually (Logical Memory, MMSE, Digit Symbol, FCSRT-Free Recall, and 

FCSRT-Total Recall). These results demonstrate that an Aβ-related effect on cognition is 

observable over a relatively short follow-up period and is captured by a prespecified 

multidomain cognitive composite. These findings further support the PACC as a valid 

approach to gauge efficacy of secondary prevention trials in Aβ+ CN participants.

The main finding that Aβ+ CN participants show significant PACC decline is consistent with 

work across multiple clinical research groups showing Aβ-related decline across different 

cognitive domains [3,5,7,8,14]. Data-driven approaches have also supported the use of a 

multidomain composite. Specifically, work by Langbaum et al. has shown that a 

combination of six to seven tests spanning episodic memory, executive function, language, 

visuospatial ability, and global function optimally captured cognitive decline 5 years before 

clinical symptoms [15]. The ability of multidomain cognitive composites to detect decline in 

at risk CN and in the years before AD diagnosis emphasizes that a composite spanning 

multiple domains can be used to measure cognitive decline many years before the onset of 

AD clinically evident symptoms.

Consistent with other studies [32], Aβ+ participants in the HABS were more likely to 

progress to CDR 0.5 compared with Aβ−. Separation of the Aβ+ group based on CDR 

progression revealed that Aβ-related PACC decline is predominantly driven by the subset of 

Aβ+ that progress on the CDR. This is not surprising, given that the selection of the PACC 

components was heavily influenced by studies examining decline associated with 

progression to MCI and dementia [33–35]. Although this finding provides confidence that 

PACC decline is associated with clinically relevant functional decline, it also suggests that 

PACC decline is honed for change that occurs relatively late in preclinical AD. However, 

iteratively eliminating components from the PACC suggest that individual components may 
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differentially impact the ability to detect early and late change in preclinical AD. 

Specifically, we found that removal of the MMSE [16] resulted in greater Aβ group 

differences in the PACC at Year 3, but not after 5 years of follow-up. Thus, the MMSE may 

have limited signal early during the course of preclinical AD but starts to show decline 

among Aβ+ at later follow-up. Although inclusion of the FCSRT-Free Recall measure into 

the PACC consistently improved effect sizes related to differences between Aβ+ and Aβ− 

groups, the Total Recall score performed well when examining the 5-year change in the 

subset of Aβ+ progressors. Thus, the FCSRT-Total score and MMSE may capture change 

closer to clinical symptoms and may be particularly relevant in the long-term extension 

studies of current secondary prevention trials to demonstrate clinical meaningfulness [12]. 

Conversely, FCSRT-Free Recall and Logical Memory Delayed Recall consistently improved 

the effect sizes at shorter follow-up. Interestingly, the FCSRT-Free score was the only test to 

show a significant decline among Aβ+ who remained stable on the CDR, highlighting that 

this measure may change very early in the continuum of preclinical AD. Likewise, PACC 

iterations that incorporated Free Recall revealed earlier significant differences across 

APOE4+ groups in the ADCS-PI Study. Logical Memory Delayed Recall improved the 

difference between Aβ+ and Aβ− after a short follow-up of 3 years but not after 5 years of 

follow-up. This early Aβ-related effect of Logical Memory may be diminished at longer 

follow-up because of practice effects (the same version is given every year in the HABS in 

contrast to alternate versions that are used in clinical trials). Thus, sensitive tests of memory 

may be particularly relevant for capturing very early decline in preclinical AD.

Given that individual PACC components vary in their ability to measure cognitive decline 

throughout the continuum of preclinical AD, the choice of a particular PACC variation might 

be motivated by the preclinical population and the duration in a given trial. For instance, the 

A4 Study chose to restrict inclusion based on Logical Memory performance, such that very 

high performing CN participants are not eligible, to maximize ability to detect decline for 

more than 3 years. Thus, the A4 Study is likely enrolling a more advanced preclinical stage 

compared with the HABS cohort and may benefit from the inclusion of the FCSRT-Total 

score. For other ongoing secondary prevention trials, such as the EARLY (“A5”) Study 

(https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02569398) that do not restrict eligibility on cognitive 

criteria and will enroll participants down to age 60, the inclusion of the Free Recall 

component may be particularly relevant to detect very early Aβ-related decline. Other 

secondary prevention trials in younger participants with autosomal dominant AD mutations, 

including the Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer Network and the Alzheimer Prevention 

Initiative trials in the Colombian PS-1 kindred and in APOE e4/4 homozygotes, are using 

similar multicognitive domain composites [36,37]. To further optimize sensitivity across the 

spectrum of preclinical AD, future iterations of the PACC may consider inclusion of 

additional cognitive domains, such as semantic fluency, which has demonstrated robust Aβ-

related decline [38]. In addition, computerized testing with challenging memory tests and 

reaction time measures may improve the sensitivity to the earliest changes in preclinical AD 

[39,40].

Our study has several limitations. The HABS cohort is a highly educated convenience 

sample from the Boston area and may not be representative of the general population. 

Furthermore, the HABS only incorporates annual testing, whereas most prevention trials 
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will have more frequent administrations using alternate versions. It is also important to note 

that the PACC was created to track Aβ-related cognitive decline over time and is unlikely to 

be sensitive as a general screening test. Indeed, we did not observe any significant 

differences in any PACC component across Aβ groups at baseline, although baseline 

differences have been reported in other cohorts [41,42]. Our analyses were focused on 

investigating an a priori cognitive composite used in current anti-Aβ prevention trials to the 

HABS, to provide validation that this composite is able to detect Aβ-related decline during 

the preclinical stage of AD. Future trials may incorporate additional measures, such as 

semantic fluency and/or computerized tests. It will also be important to explore data-driven 

approaches [15] and differential weighting of specific components to optimize sensitivity to 

Aβ-related decline [16]. Finally, it is important to note that the PACC was honed to detect 

Aβ-related cognitive decline, specifically because current prevention trials are testing anti-

Aβ therapies in preclinical AD. The contribution of other age-related 

neuropathophysiological processes to cognitive decline in the elderly, such as Lewy Body, 

TDP-43 pathology, and cerebrovascular disease, remains to be elucidated. The Longitudinal 

Evaluation of Amyloid Risk and Neurodegeneration Study, a companion observational study 

to the A4 trial funded by the Alzheimer’s Association, will investigate PACC longitudinal 

change in a cohort who do not show evidence of elevated Aβ accumulation [4]. Future trials 

may target other pathophysiological processes and may require different composites to 

detect non–Aβ-related decline.

In summary, the finding that Aβ-related cognitive decline is captured with the PACC in an 

independent cohort of CN increases our confidence that the ongoing secondary prevention 

trials will be able to detect a significant drug effect if antiamyloid therapies initiated during 

the preclinical stages of AD are able to slow disease progression. Furthermore, decline on 

the PACC is associated with progression to functional impairment as assessed by the CDR. 

The consistent findings with the PACC in previous cohorts using different 

neuropsychological tests suggest that it is the combination of cognitive domains [15], rather 

than the specific tests, that is particularly powerful in detecting decline during the preclinical 

stages of AD. A combination of measures that capture free versus cued recall aspects of 

episodic memory may prove robust to cognitive ceiling and floor effects and advantageous 

to track decline throughout the continuum of preclinical AD and into the early symptomatic 

stages of AD. Although this study represents an important step in validating cognitive 

composite outcomes, the ultimate validation will require evidence of a significant 

therapeutic effect in secondary prevention trials.
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RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

1. Systematic review: We searched Pubmed to identify studies examining 

cognitive decline in amyloid positive clinically normal older adults and work 

using cognitive composites in prevention trials targeting clinically normal 

individuals at risk for cognitive decline caused by Alzheimer’s disease (AD).

2. Interpretation: Our analyses confirm that the preclinical Alzheimer cognitive 

composite, an a priori composite currently used in two large prevention trials, 

is sensitive to amyloid-related decline. The combination of measures of Free 

Recall that show early amyloid-related decline, in addition to cued memory 

measures that decline in the later stages of preclinical AD, may enhance the 

ability to track decline throughout the continuum of preclinical AD. 

Furthermore, we found that decline on this cognitive composite predicts 

functional decline on the Clinical Dementia Rating scale.

3. Future directions: Continued efforts to develop more sensitive composites as 

future prevention trials move into even earlier stages of AD are ongoing.
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Fig. 1. 
Longitudinal change by Aβ status for the PACC and individual tests in the HABS. Aβ-

related decline in present for the PACC4-96 (A) and all individual components (B–F). Z-

scores are shown on the y-axis for all tests. Abbreviations: HABS, Harvard Aging Brain 

Study; PACC, preclinical Alzheimer cognitive composite.
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Fig. 2. 
Effect sizes reflecting the group difference between Aβ+ and Aβ− groups after 3 and 5 years 

of follow-up across PACC iterations from the HABS. Effect sizes reflect the β estimate of 

the group difference between Aβ+ and Aβ− groups, divided by the standard error of that 

estimate. Blue is used to highlight PACC iterations that have excluded the FCSRT-Free, 

green is used to highlight the PACC iteration that excludes LMDR, and orange is used to 

highlight the PACC iteration that excludes the MMSE. Red is used to highlight the 

PACC-96. Removal of the FCSRT-Free results in smaller effect sizes at Year 3 and 5 (blue). 

Removal of LMDR results in a smaller effect size at Year 3 but not at Year 5 (green). 

Removal of the MMSE results in a larger effect size at Year 3 but not at Year 5 (orange). All 

other iterations are shown in gray. PACC iterations are as follows: (A) five components 

(FCSRT-Free, FCSRT-Total, LMDR, DS, and MMSE); (B) FCSRT-Free and FCSRT-Total 

combined (FCSRT-96, LMDR, DS, and MMSE); (C) no FCSRT-Total (FCSRT-Free, 

LMDR, DS, and MMSE); (D) no FCSRT-Free (FCSRT-Total, LMDR, DS, and MMSE); (E) 

no MMSE (FCSRT-Free, FCSRT-Total, LMDR, and DS); (F) no LMDR (FCSRT-Free, 

FCSRT-Total, DS, and MMSE); (G) no DS (FCSRT-Free, FCSRT-Total, LMDR, and 

MMSE); and (H) neither FCSRT measures (LMDR, DS, and MMSE). Abbreviations: 

FCSRT, Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test; HABS, Harvard Aging Brain Study; 

MMRM, mixed model of repeated measure; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; 

PACC, preclinical Alzheimer cognitive composite.
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Fig. 3. 
PACC decline by CDR progressor status in the HABS. A consistent pattern is present for the 

PACC4-96 (A) and individual components (B–F), such that decline is strongest in Aβ+ 

participants that also progress on the CDR 0.5. FCSRT-Free Recall is the only measure to 

show significant decline in the Aβ+ stable group (D). Z-scores are shown on the y-axis for 

all tests. Abbreviations: CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; FCSRT, Free and Cued Selective 

Reminding Test; HABS, Harvard Aging Brain Study; PACC, preclinical Alzheimer 

cognitive composite.
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Fig. 4. 
Effect sizes reflecting the group difference between the subset of Aβ+ CDR progressors and 

the Aβ− group after 3 and 5 years of follow-up across PACC iterations from the HABS. 

Effect sizes reflect the β estimate of the group difference between Aβ+ and Aβ− groups, 

divided by the standard error of that estimate. Blue is used to highlight PACC iterations that 

have excluded the FCSRT-Free, green is used to highlight the PACC iteration that excludes 

LMDR. Orange is used to highlight the PACC iteration that excludes the MMSE. Red is 

used to highlight the PACC-96. Removal of LMDR results in a smaller effect size at Year 3 

but not at Year 5 (green). Removal of both FCSRT measures results in a smaller effect sizes 

at Year 5 (H). All other iterations are shown in gray. PACC iterations are as follows: (A) five 

components (FCSRT-Free, FCSRT-Total, LMDR, DS, and MMSE); (B) FCSRT-Free and 

FCSRT-Total combined (FCSRT-96, LMDR, DS, and MMSE); (C) no FCSRT-Total 

(FCSRT-Free, LMDR, DS, and MMSE); (D) no FCSRT-Free (FCSRT-Total, LMDR, DS, 

and MMSE); (E) no MMSE (FCSRT-Free, FCSRT-Total, LMDR, and DS); (F) no LMDR 

(FCSRT-Free, FCSRT-Total, DS, and MMSE); (G) no DS (FCSRT-Free, FCSRT-Total, 

LMDR, and MMSE); (H) neither FCSRT measures (LMDR, DS, and MMSE). 

Abbreviations: FCSRT, Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test; HABS, Harvard Aging 

Brain Study; MMRM, mixed model of repeated measure; MMSE, Mini-Mental State 

Examination; PACC, preclinical Alzheimer cognitive composite.
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Table 1

HABS demographics. APOE4 status was missing on 10 Aβ− and 4 Aβ+ participants in the HABS

All HABS Aβ− Aβ+

N (%) 277 206 (74.4%) 71 (25.6%)

Age (y)* 73.5 ± 6.0 72.9 ± 6.0 75.2 ± 5.7

Female (%) 59% 59% 61%

Education 15.8 ± 3.1 15.6 ± 3.1 16.4 ± 2.8

APOE4+ (%)* 29.3% 18.4% 61.2%

Follow-up (y) 3.7 ± 1.3 3.7 ± 1.3 4.0 ± 1.1

Logical Memory 13.7 ± 3.3 13.6 ± 3.4 14.1 ± 3.0

Digit Symbol 47.3 ± 10.7 47.3 ± 11.1 47.1 ± 9.5

MMSE 29.0 ± 1.1 29.1 ± 1.1 28.8 ± 1.0

FCSRT-Total 47.6 ± 0.9 47.6 ± 0.9 47.7 ± 0.8

FCSRT-Free 33.3 ± 5.4 33.3 ± 5.3 33.2 ± 5.8

FCSRT-96 80.54 ± 6.07 80.11 ± 6.42 80.68 ± 5.95

Abbreviations: FCSRT, Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test; HABS, Harvard Aging Brain Study; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination.

NOTE. Means and standard deviations are listed for continuous variables.

*
Variables with significant differences across Aβ groups (P < .05).
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Table 2

MMRM analysis of PACC iterations. Results are shown for ADCS-PI differences by (A) APOE4 group and 

(B) CDR progressor group

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

(A) ADCS-PI APOE4 analysis

 N (APOE4−/APOE4+) 281/95 256/86 225/75

 A. Five components (FCSRT-Free, FCSRT-Total, LMDR, 
DS, MMSE)

−0.125 ± 0.068 P = .069 −0.266 ± 0.127 P = .037 −0.594 ± 0.189 P = .002

 B. FCSRT-Free and FCSRT-Total combined (FCSRT-96, 
LMDR, DS, MMSE)

−0.126 ± 0.066 P = .056 −0.198 ± 0.077 P = .011 −0.412 ± 0.123 P < .001

 C. No FCSRT-Total (FCSRT-Free, LMDR, DS, MMSE) −0.122 ± 0.066 P = .065 −0.184 ± 0.074 P = .013 −0.377 ± 0.118 P = .001

 D. No FCSRT-Free (FCSRT-Total, LMDR, DS, MMSE) −0.108 ± 0.079 P = .17 −0.251 ± 0.149 P = .093 −0.682 ± 0.221 P = .002

B) ADCS-PI CDR progressor analysis

 N (stable/progressor) 421/27 380/24 333/21

 A. Five components (FCSRT-Free, FCSRT-Total, LMDR, 
DS, MMSE)

−0.553 ± 0.115 P< .001 −0.806 ± 0.178 P < .001 −1.555 ± 0.246 P < .001

 B. FCSRT-Free and FCSRT-Total combined (FCSRT-96, 
LMDR, DS, MMSE)

−0.606 ± 0.110 P < .001 −0.732 ± 0.117 P < .001 −1.205 ± 0.181 P < .001

 C. No FCSRT-Total (FCSRT-Free, LMDR, DS, MMSE) −0.614 ± 0.109 P < .001 −0.724 ± 0.114 P < .001 −1.156 ± 0.178 P < .001

 D. No FCSRT-Free (FCSRT-Total, LMDR, DS, MMSE) −0.672 ± 0.129 P < .001 −0.889 ± 0.205 P < .001 −1.651 ± 0.286 P < .001

Abbreviations: ADCS-PI, Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study Prevention Instrument; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; FCSRT, Free and Cued 
Selective Reminding Test; MMRM, mixed model of repeated measure; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; PACC, preclinical Alzheimer 
cognitive composite.

NOTE. Group differences at each annual follow-up visit are listed (β ± standard error). Significant effects are displayed in italics (P < .05).
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